INTRODUCTION
DARWIN discovered natural selection because he realised that if individuals vary in certain characteristics then competition and the struggle for existence in the natural world must produce variations in their chances of survival. It is often said that this is a simple deduction from the facts of mortality, competition and variation. And yet the variations of a particular character may have no obvious effect on fitness. Is it obvious, for example, that Drosophila varying in the number of their sternopleural bristles will therefore vary in fitness? We could vary the intensity of competition in a population cage of Drosophila and yet have no idea how the fitness of individuals with different bristle numbers might vary with competition or indeed if it would vary at all. To infer that selection is operating on a character it is necessary to know that the character affects the outcome of competition or the chances of survival.
From the evidence of his notebooks, it seems clear that Darwin reached the idea of natural selection inductively. He observed, for example in the finches of the Galapagos Islands, that organisms of different species or subspecies are adapted to the particular ecological habitats they occupy. Thus the finches have beaks that are minutely adapted to their different feeding habits. Clearly one adaptation would permit the bird to feed more efficiently in one habitat than in another. If there are similar variations within a population of a single species, then some of the variations should be more efficient than others, and the individuals with the more efficient variations should have a higher fitness in the struggle for existence. The chain of reasoning is thus inductive and not deductive.
If we follow this chain of reasoning a little further, it seems that as long as any character affects the efficiency with which the organism lives in its habitat it should have some optimum form, or perhaps several different optimum forms. In general, if we can measure a character, a particular measurement or range of measurements should be the optimum-the value or values of the character at which it is most efficient. Normally, of course, if natural selection has done its job, we should expect that the optimum will be close to the mean of the population. A very clear example is shown by the variation of human weight at birth. New-born babies whose weight is near the mean weight of the population have a lower mortality than those who are much heavier or lighter than the mean. In this case the mortality does not increase much until the babies are considerably heavier or lighter than the mean. It will be shown later in this paper that there is a similar relationship between mortality and the bristle number of Drosophila.
To give a complete description of the natural selection of a quantitative character it is necessary to determine the mathematical relationship between * Present address: Department of Genetics, Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 IXH. 137 fitness and the character-the" fitness function "as I shall call it. Sometimes, as in the case of human birthweight, it is known empirically, for the mortality of babies in each range of weights can be obtained from hospital records. But often the only data are of the changes in the mean and variance before and after selection. It is then necessary to have some model of selection to fit the data to.
MODELS OF NATURAL SELECTION
In natural selection, unlike the artificial selection of the plant and animal breeder, fitness probably takes a continuous range of values corresponding to the continuous range of values of the character. Discontinuities in the fitness function are unlikely. In artificial selection, however, the breeder may choose for breeding only those individuals whose values exceed some particular chosen value of the character. Thus all those who are less than the chosen value have a fitness of zero and the rest have a fitness of one. This is the case when the breeder is selecting for some improvement in an economically important character. In natural selection, however, the population may often be near its optimum and there may be little or no change in mean after selection. If, as in the case of human birthweight, the extreme individuals have a lower fitness than those round the mean, then the effect of selection is to reduce the variance and leave the mean unchanged.
Of course, this can also be done by artificial selection by eliminating all individuals whose values lie outside two extreme values on opposite sides of the mean. As Van Valen (1965 , 1967 ) has shown, it is possible to calculate what proportion of the tails of the distribution must be eliminated to produce any observed change of mean and variance.
A more realistic model is needed to obtain a general equation relating fitness to the character. The most obvious model, if selection is in favour of an optimum value of the character, is w = 1 -c-K(O-x)2 (O'Donald, 1968) . In this model, the character x has an optimum at x = 0 and at this point the fitness is w I -cc. Thus if fitness is determined solely by the chances of survival and not at all by fertility or fecundity, then cc represents the proportion of random or non-selective deaths. The selective deaths are added on to the random deaths. An alternative model is when random and selective deaths are multiplicative so that w = (1
However, this model gives the same numerical results for it merely defines
The model of w = l-cc-K(0-x)2 has the advantage that fitness decreases only slowly while the character is close to the optimum but rapidly when it is a long way from it. There is a region round the optimum where fitness does not vary very much and a region well away from it where fitness is much lower and changes rapidly. This is the sort of relationship observed for human birthweight and Drosophila bristles. It has the further advantage that the changes of mean and variance can be predicted for a character x with any frequency densityf(x). It is not necessary to assume, for example, that x has the normal distribution. However, it has the disadvantage that negative fitnesses could theoretically occur, although they are impossible in practice. Suppose for example x can take any value in the range -cc to cc, as it could in a normal distribution. Then there will be some proportion of the population, perhaps an exceedingly small proportion in practice, that will have a negative fitness in the model. Of course, provided zZ the mean fitness, is several standard deviations away from the point of w = 0, this proportion will be very small indeed and its effect quite negligible. However, since w can never be negative, the distribution of x can never be exactly normal, for it must always be truncated at the value of x for which w = 0.
In practice, of course, the distribution can be very nearly normal in many cases. O'Donald (1968) showed that if w = 1 -a-K(O-x)2, then after
where 4 = ' -., the difference between the means before and after selec- The moments off(x) can be calculated and hence there are two equations to estimate the two quantities and U which determine the relative fitness of x.
The intensity of selection
The estimates of and U can be used to calculate a quantity called the Intensity of Selection. It is defined (Van Valen, 1965) as
where w0 is the fitness of the optimum phenotype. Haldane (1954) originally defined the intensity of selection as 'H = in w0-ln ff so that I is related to 'H by the equation
For small values of 'H, I = Ij approximately. If the distribution of x is normal before and after selection, a simple expression can then be derived for 'H in terms of the changes of mean and variance. But Haldane's definition has no other advantages. The definition of I (w0-zZ/w0 is the same as for the genetic load, except that here we are dealing with phenotypes, and not genotypes alone. The intensity of selection could equally well be called the "phenotypic load ": it is the proportion of the population eliminated by selection because not all individuals have the optimum value of the character.
The model w = I -cc-K (O-x)2 may be called simply the "quadratic model" since fitness decreases as the square of the deviation from the optimum. In this model w0 = 1-cc
We have in general (O'Donald, 1968 ) the values
and hence I.
Often, however, J will not differ significantly from zero if the population has been subjected to selection for a long time. If the actual proportion of deaths, D, is known for the period of selection, then the absolute fitnesses can be calculated; for we have
D-I
Therefore a =
and hence K = (1 -a)/ from the definition of q. Thus a, K and 0 can all be calculated and hence the fitness function
obtained.
Other models of the fitness function
The quadratic model is but one possible model of the fitness function. Obviously there are infinitely many of such models. A general model might take the form w = l-c-flx-yx2-6x3-but it would involve too many constants to be fitted to actual data. A possible model involving only two constants is
Here fitness decreases linearly on either side of the optimum. A fitness function having a sharp discontinuous peak at the optimum may be thought to be unlikely to be found in practice. It has other disadvantages. The mean fitness is by definition
The distribution after selection is
and therefore the mean and variance after selection are defined by
These integrals can be evaluated iff(x) is a normal distribution. Solutions have been obtained in terms of incomplete gamma functions but calculations of the intensity of selection are then difficult. Dowdeswell (1961) obtained data on the distributions of the spots on the underside of the hind wings of the butterfly Maniola jurtina. He reared larvae and obtained the distribution of spots. In this sample there had been no adult mortality. He also obtained the distribution of spots of individuals flying in the wild. These may have been subject to natural selection after their emergence. Thus the distribution of the sample of reared butterflies is the distribution before selection and the distribution of butterflies flying wild is the distribution after selection. The distributions of males before and after selection were similar, but the distributions of the females differed and selection had presumably been at work among them.
DIRECT CALCULATIONS OF FITNESS
The data on the distributions of spotting of the females are shown in table 1.
With data such as these, the relative fitnesses can be calculated directly without the need to use any theoretical model of selection. But first consider If, however, the numbersJ' and]'1 are of samples taken from the populations before and after selection, as in the case of Dowdeswell's data, then only relative fitnesses can be calculated, for the actual frequencies before and after selection are determined by the sizes of the samples and not by the 
Since we have defined the maximum fitness to be w = 1, the intensity of
This value of I is likely to be too large since the large standard errors in the estimates of P and 1, the proportions of individuals of a given spot number before and after selection, will inflate the value of I. But the intensity of selection may also be calculated by the quadratic model. to obtain the k statistics
The k statistics give the unbiassed estimates of the moments = k1 = 072996
After selection we find
There is no question of the significance of these changes of mean and variance. For the difference 4., t = 2870 and F = V/Va = 1 461. These values of t and F are very significant. Thus we estimate
which is a curious, though not necessarily unreasonable, value; since it makes 9 = -2l255. However, we then get and the optimum were then at -21, the value of I would necessarily be greater. The standard errors of the estimates of I are also large; and, indeed, a rough calculation of the standard errors suggests that the values off do not differ significantly. Given the estimates of 0 and q it is possible to obtain the relative fitness function. Letting = 0 50 that w = 1 when x = 9, we get K l/q = 0025256. Thus
The relative fitnesses calculated directly and by the quadratic model are compared in table 4. The relative fitness in the quadratic model is always This last figure is a very reasonable one. We should expect it to be less than the direct estimate since it will not be inflated by chance variations in the proportions of the phenotypes observed before and after selection.
MEASURING THE SELECTION FOR BRISTLE NUMBER IN Drosophilia
An experiment was carried out to determine the selection operating on adult Drosophila melanogaster differing in the number of their sternopleural bristles. It was designed to test Darwin's idea that the intensity of competition determines the intensity of the selection.
Adult Drosophila were put in population cages in which the amount of food was varied. As many as 25 food tubes could be screwed on to each population cage. One cage had all 25 tubes. Two others had only eight tubes.
About 1800 Drosophila in approximately equal numbers of males and females were put in the cages. In the cages with only eight food tubes, the tubes were thick with Drosophila apparently fighting for the food. In the cage with all 25 tubes, life was more orderly and only a few Drosophila at a time entered a food tube to feed. Throughout the experiments eggs were continually being laid and the food tubes were changed once the larvae had started to grow to an appreciable size. The cages were left until about half or two-thirds of the flies were dead. They had been counted for their bristle number before they were put in the cages and they were then counted again. In the cage with all 25 food tubes, the flies lived for about 3 weeks before they began to die off in considerable numbers. The survivors were counted 4 weeks after the count of the original population. In the cages with only eight food tubes, death was rapid and about 65 per cent. had died after only 6 days. K There was no significant selection of the flies in the cage with 25 food tubes (cage Gl). Only the males showed a possible selective effect. The fitnesses of individuals near the mean were somewhat higher than the fitnesses of individuals well away from it. But this effect was not statistically significant.
The results were different in cage G2 when the food was reduced to only eight tubes. There was no significant selection of the females (x2 = 86270 for 9 degrees of freedom) but highly significant selection of the males.
The data are given in table 6. Adding together the frequencies of bristle The ratio V/ V' is highly significant and shows that selection has reduced the variance. However 4 does not differ significantly from zero (t = 0.87 18).
Since we cannot use the value of 4 to fit the quadratic model, we must put Zl 0 and get
Then the change in variance can be used to estimate . = -22566+028619x-00078385x2.
K2
The observed and predicted fitness can now be compared. They are given in which is a sufficiently close numerical agreement. Since the model does give phenotypes with negative fitnesses, which are impossible, a small error will be introduced. But it only affects one individual out of 564 and will therefore be negligible.
The other cage (G3) with only eight food tubes gave different results. In the first place there was significant selection of both males and females. The data of the males are given in table 8 and those of the females in table 9. Selection is highly significant on the males (x2 = 2l22l for 6 degrees of freedom) and significant at the 2 per cent. level on females (x2 = l5266 for 6 degrees of freedom).
In both males and females the fitness function appears to be bi-modal. Males with 17 bristles have a low relative fitness compared to those with 16 and 18 and 19 bristles. Females with 18 bristles have a low relative fitness compared to those with 16 and 17 and 19 bristles. This is a most unexpected result and different from the results of the other cages. There can and x2 = 62l8 for 1 degree of freedom, which is also significant with 002 > P > 001. For some reason, therefore, the mortality was different in the two cages although the populations were subject to similar competition for food for the same periods of time.
EFFECT ON FITNESS OF A NEW MUTATION
Suppose a mutation has a given average effect on bristle numbers. Suppose for example that it increases the number of bristles by two on average. Assuming its effects are additive, what will its selective coefficient be? In general let its average effect be d. Then from the fitness function
Hence the mean fitness of such a gene, assuming it appears among the individuals of the population at random, is th1 = w1f.
In general we showed that = l-c,-K(O-)2-KV and therefore in the case of a gene with an average effect d, its mean fitness will be = -22566+0286l9 (x+d)-00078385 (x+d)2-KV where KV = 00078385x459l7 and hence = 22926+0286l9 (+d)-0-0078385 (+d). Table 10 shows the relative fitnesses and selective coefficients of mutations having different average effects. The larger the effect of the mutation, the lower its mean fitness: only for values of d between 0 and 1 does it possess a selective advantage, and its selective advantage in this range is quite small. The reason for this is, of course, that the population is stabilised near its optimum. It clearly illustrates Fisher's point (1930) that only mutations having small effects can be advantageous.
The converse is also interesting. Mutations having large effects will be disadvantageous-indeed they will be extremely disadvantageous, and thus rapidly eliminated. The major contribution to the variance must therefore come from mutations with small effects and they will have very small selective coefficients. If, therefore, the many polymorphisms that have been discovered among isozymes affect quantitative characters, they will generally be subject to only weak selection. However, they will not be truly neutral, as has often been suggested, although the selection may be much too weak to be detected.
A similar calculation can be carried out for mutations affecting the spotting of Maniola jurtina. It was shown that if individuals with no spots are given a relative fitness of one then for any spot number x the fitness is given by w = l0000-012ll9x-0028508x2.
The mean fitness of a mutation with an average effect d is therefore = 1.0000-0.121 l9(+d) -0028508(+d)2-0•028508V = 097600-0•l21l9(+d) -0028508(.7+d)2. Table 11 shows the fitnesses and selective coefficients of mutations having different average effects on spotting. As with the bristles, so it is with the spots: the selective coefficients are fairly small if the effect of the mutation is small. Only if the mutation has a very large effect will its selective coeffi-cient also be large. This shows that the selective coefficients of individual genes cannot be inferred from the relative fitnesses of the phenotypes. There may be very large variations in fitness among the phenotypes, but if the character is determined by many genes with small effects each particular gene will have only a small selective advantage or disadvantage. The extreme phenotypes will always be very disadvantageous because they are largely homozygous either for genes that increase the value of the character or for genes that decrease it; such phenotypes are, of course, rare in the population. The number of loci involved in the determination of a quantitative character can be calculated if some unlikely assumptions are made. Consider the character of spotting on Maniola jurtina. Assume that it is determined by a number of loci at each of which two alleles segregate. Assume that the gene frequencies are the same at all the loci and that each locus has the same average effect. We then have at each locus the following genotypes, effects and genotypic frequencies: The cumulants of the distribution are then
The first cumulant cannot be estimated from the sample, for it has been measured arbitrarily from the mid-point of the homozygotes. However, the second, third and fourth cumulants do not depend on the point of origin. It can be shown (O'Donald, to be published) that when the gene frequencies vary at different loci the estimate obtained of the number of loci will be too low if the mean gene frequency is close to zero or one but too high if it is about O5. For mean gene frequencies of 05, 0 and 1, the error is about 30 per cent. If the mean gene frequency is about 02, the error in the estimate of the number of loci is negligible. A similar calculation can be done for the bristle numbers of Drosophila. We have l4pq = l•l9188 1 -and 2pq = 026l78, d = ll245 and n = 24. Since some extremely simple assumptions were made to calculate these values, they can be regarded only as suggesting the orders of magnitude of the true values. They may then be used to give some idea of how rapidly a character might change as an advantageous mutation spreads through a population. If, for example, there are only two loci to determine the number of spots on the wings of Maniola jurtina, then a mutation reducing spotting by one spot could spread very rapidly. There is indeed some experimental evidence of great instability in the spot distributions of Maniola jurtina in south-west England (Creed, Dowdeswell, Ford and McWhirter, 1959) .
But as the calculations also show, a wide range of variation in the fitness of the phenotypes will not necessarily produce rapid evolution. It certainly will not do so if the population is near its optimum and the phenotypes are determined by many genes each with small effects. The mutations affecting the bristle numbers of Drosophila, for example, will be advantageous only if they have small effects and very small selective coefficients. Thus bristle numbers can change only very slowly by natural selection.
6. SUMMARY 1. Mathematical models are described that relate the fitness of the individual to the phenotypic values of particular characteristics. In the most generally useful model, fitness is assumed to decrease as the square of the deviation of the character from an optimum value. It is shown that this model can be fitted to data of the changes of mean and variance of the character after selection.
2. If the proportions of each phenotype (or the proportions in each range of phenotypic values) are known before and after selection, the relative fitnesses can then be calculated directly.
3. Dowdeswell's data on selection for spot number in Maniolajurtina are used to illustrate and compare the relative fitnesses calculated directly and by the mathematical model. The model shows that the intensity of selection acting on spot number is 0127.
4. In experiments using large populations of Drosophila, the absolute fitness (as a probability of survival) was calculated of individuals varying in the number of their sternopleural bristles. In two of the populations the amount of food was reduced so that competition for it was intense. Only under these conditions of intense competition did fitness vary between individuals with different numbers of bristles. 5. The mathematical model was fitted to the data of one of the Drosophila populations. It was shown that a new mutation affecting bristle number could have a selective advantage only if its effect on bristle number was small.
6. Since mutations having large effects would rapidly be eliminated, mutations with small effects and low selective coefficients will make the major contribution to the variance of quantitative characters.
